
The Truth 662 

Chapter 662 Evergreen's reward 

 

"...?!" Robin opened his eyes wide and looked back at the huge Hoffenheim's avatar, "Soul creatures can 

leave the soul domain?!" 

 

"Yes, when Hoffenheim's transformation into a soul creature is complete, you can summon him to fight 

alongside you. He will even use all the tricks he knew during his life to support you, and it is not just 

ordinary support either, Rather, he will have a strength close to the strength of his soul when he was 

alive. Hoffenheim had 850 soul units when he was alive, meaning that only someone in an Emperor's 

Realm would be able to handle him! And not only him, but any soul creature in your soul domain can 

leave or enter depending on your desire. Don't forget that they are made of soul force and their 

awareness is derived from your awareness, so taking them out will be no different than extending your 

soul sense." Evergreen shrugged 

 

"Are you saying that this... Thing over there, can come out and fight alongside me?!" Robin pointed 

towards the enormous tree again, not believing what he was hearing 

 

"....." Evergreen stepped forward and kicked Robin's leg, "Are you doubting my words?! We are one 

entity now, every thing I tell you is the truth! soul creatures will be one of your most feared offensive 

options, they are one of the attributes of true soul masters, and the one that scares people the most. 

There are soul masters who have entire armies of soul creatures who, as soon as the gates are opened 

for them, go out to destroy entire cities without the soul master having to move a muscle!" 

 

"..." Robin looked back at Hoffenheim for a long time, not even reacting to Evergreen's kick. 

 

"Hehe let me guess, you are thinking of a way to collect more powerful soul creatures?" Evergreen put 

her hand to her mouth and giggled 

 

"You speak as if I were a serial killer who seeks to kill people just to become stronger." Robin shook his 

head 

 

"....." Evergreen didn't respond, just narrowed her eyes and put her hand on her waist 

 



"..Alright I do that sometimes." Robin laughed when he saw Evergreen's reaction, "But in this case, I 

don't see much benefit. This is actually good for a solo soul master, but I already have my army, and I 

will give up everything as soon as I finish my mission and rescue my son, so there is no need to waste my 

time on this point. It's just that everything about the soul interests me a little, and the fact that the 

initial soul does not completely disappear is very interesting..." 

 

"...Give up everything? Yeah, keep convincing yourself." Evergreen mumbled 

 

"Hmm? Did you say something?" 

 

"Not at all~" Evergreen shrugged her little shoulders, "Hey, don't you want to know what else I got from 

refining me?" 

 

"Is there something else?" Robin raised his eyebrows happily, the more weapons he had in his arsenal 

before the incoming war the better 

 

"Of course, but you have to return your awareness to your body... Let's continue our conversation 

outside!" 

 

~~~~~~~~ 

 

*Deep inhale* 

 

"Hoo~ Well here we go." Robin listened while sitting on his bed, but his features quickly changed from 

excitement and anticipation to surprise, so he closed his eyes to focus more, "What is happening 

outside?" 

 

As soon as Robin regained control of his body, he immediately felt disturbances outside, and his soul 

sense detected the residents of the steep hill in a state of extreme panic. 

 

*Shhhh~* 

 



The air around Robin compressed until it formed Evergreen's body, who laughed and pointed him 

towards the door, "Hehe, come out and you'll find out!" 

 

Robin also wasted no time, in less than a minute he had changed into a clean set of clothes and quickly 

rushed out. 

 

*Rumble* Rumble* *Earthquake* 

 

"This...?" As soon as Robin opened the gate to his palace, he was met with a torrent of energy hitting his 

face, almost forcing him to take a step back! 

 

Robin then raised his head with some difficulty and saw a strange sight... He saw a gray vortex in the 

heart of the sky! 

 

The vortex was so huge that it seemed as if it was intending to swallow the whole planet, and as for the 

heart of the vortex, rain and strong winds were coming down from it. 

 

It did not take long for Robin to notice that those winds are natural energy that raises the percentage of 

energy in the atmosphere explosively and that even those rains are also concentrated natural energy. 

 

"Cool huh?" The avatar of Evergreen appeared next to him, she looked proud at this moment, "You are 

now looking at my reward as a planet that got an owner before reaching the middle planetary belt 

hehe." 

 

"Your reward? This... If these winds continue to blow for a longer period, the energy level here will reach 

the same level as in Planet Nihari, and perhaps more, and if this rain continues to fall, the plant and 

beast life on the planet will witness a radical change... This vortex will change everything about you 

forever!" " Robin took a few steps forward and let the refreshing rain fall on his body, everything around 

him seemed like a dream 

 

"Hehe, of course, this is my reward. Getting an owner so quickly means that I did a good job of 

strengthening and supporting the population of my world without breaking the rules, even if your 

presence is considered a bit of a cheat, but who cares? Hehe. This transformation will give me a huge 

advantage over the spirits of the planets at my age, strengthen my population to a greater extent, and 



also compensate me for the losses I incurred in creating your Terra beast army. I haven't entered the 

middle planetary belt yet but already taken a few steps ahead!! I knew that staying by your side would 

pay off one day, but it came sooner than expected!" Evergreen giggled, she was visibly happy seeing the 

changes happening to her 

 

"Your Excellency, please take cover, we do not know what is happening!!" At this moment, a voice came 

from the gate. One of the guards quickly came carrying a shield and raised it over Robin's head to 

protect him from the rain. Then at this moment, he noticed something floating next to Robin, "Ah! Your 

Excellency, please take cover behind me, there is a ghost behind you!!" 

 

"Hmm?" Robin poked his head out from behind the guard and looked at Evergreen, "Why didn't you try 

to hide this time?" 

 

"I have an owner now, I can display myself proudly anywhere!" Evergreen raised his head, she had 

longed for this moment for a long time 

 

Robin smiled and patted the guard on the back, "Relax, there is nothing dangerous here." 

 

"But..?" The guard remained confused for a few seconds between the events taking place above them 

and the strange ghost in front of him, but eventually, he lowered his shield and bowed slightly, "Your 

Excellency." 

 

 Robin nodded, "Go tell Alexander I want him. No... I want you to announce a war meeting at the highest 

level, Gather everyone important for me! ...The Nihari invasion will begin any day now." 

 


